
Christmas   At   Home   Treasure   Hunt   
  
  

There   is   mystery   and   suspense   in   a   good   treasure   hunt.   Interpreting   clues   and   finding   the   next   
mark   on   the   journey   is   wonderful   tangible   experience   for   the   spiritual   life.   The   clues   are   
planned   and   prepared   by   someone   who   loves   them.   A   treasure   hunt   takes   time   and   you   often   
have   to   work   with   your   friends   to   figure   out   the   clues.   My   mother   was   a   master   treasure   hunt   
maker,   but   she   also   knew   that   the   treasure   did   not   have   to   be   magnificent   and   because   the   fruit   
of   the   search   would   be   prized.    One   year   our   prize   was   a   can   of   baked   beans   at   the   end   of   the  
hunt.   We   were   so   delighted   to   have   found   it   we   asked   to   eat   them   right   away!     

  
Here   is   a   generic   treasure   hunt   that   that   you   can   use   or   modify   the   clues   for   older   or   younger   
children.   But   because   it   is   Christmas   the   last   clue   for   the   treasure   ultimately   under   baby   Jesus   in   
your   Nativity   Set.   A   tip   for   small   houses   and   fast   searchers,   you   can   keep   hiding   clues   even   after   
they   have   started   searching.   This   is   not   cheating.   It   ensures   that   you   are   building   that   
excitement   and   suspense   that   would   be   lost   by   a   clue   found   too   early.     

  
Clue     Location     Hide   Clue     

#1   Sometimes   I   am   cool   and   sometimes   
I   am   hot.   I   can   make   pizza   from   dough.   

The   oven   #2   in   the   oven   

#2   I   hide   all   the   supplies   that   you   need   
for   your   baths   and   washing   the   dirt   of   
your   faces   and   hands.   

Bathroom   storage   
cupboard   

#3   in   the   Bathroom   Storage   
Cupboard   

#3   You   sit   on   me   daily   and   I   hide   your   
change,   and   pencils   and   pens,   and   
sometimes   phones,   and   wait   for   you   
now   to   discover   my   clue.   

Couch   or   chair   
cushions   

#4   in   the   couch   cushions   

#4   Have   you   visited   me   lately   and   found   
all   your   socks.   When   you   need   to   clean   
your   room,   I   am   your   favorite   spot   to   
put   all   the   stuff   without   any   home.     

Under   the   children’s   
bed   

#5   under   the   children’s   bed   

#5   You   need   us   for   bread,   and   pancakes,   
and   cake.   You   need   us   for   lasagna   or   
chicken   with   rice.   We   may   be   in   bags   or   
containers   and   you   measure   us   
carefully.     

Dry   goods   or   baking   
storage   

#6   in   dry   goods   or   baking   
storage   



  
  

#6   You   use   me   to   store   your   meat,   and   
your   ice-cream.   I   am   colder   than   any   
other   place   in   the   house   

Freezer   #7   in   the   freezer   

#7   When   your   clothes   are   all   wet,   I   
make   them   dry.   Don’t   forget   to   clean   
out   the   lint!   

Dryer   #8    at   the   Nativity   Scene   

#8   
Jesus   said   “Everything   I   have   is   yours.”   
But   as   a   reminder   look   under   the   
Christmas   tree   one   more   time   to   find   
your   prize.     

Nativity   Scene   A   wrapped   gift   under   the   tree   


